You’ll have never felt
this good
In our fast-paced society, full of stress and
tension, it is sometimes nice to allow yourself
a moment of respite, a few minutes in the
intimacy of your own home to let yourself sink
into a warm, soothing oasis of pummelling
relaxation.
To procure this sensation, a great deal of
thought has gone into the design each of our
spas. The shape of the seats, the types of jet
used and their orientation, the equipment,
everything down to the finish of the spa has
been carefully and meticulously designed
to enhance the pleasure of your spa
experience.
PROCOPI offers a hitherto unknown, unique
experience of total well-being.
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Ergonomic & Aesthetic
Each spa belonging to PROCOPI’s range is an
example of ergonomics and aesthetics in perfect
harmony. Whether indoors, in your garden or on your
terrace, our spas will lend an undeniable charm to
your living environment.
Reclining on their sumptuous seats, you will discover
that every line of our spas has been designed to follow
the shape of your body and maximise your comfort

All you need, from A to Z
Wave good-bye to worries about materials or configurations.
With PROCOPI spas, we made the deliberate decision
to extend your peace of mind down to the tiniest detail
of your spa.
Equipped to the max, it will win over the most demanding
user: massage pumps, digital display, multi-colour LED
underwater light with dimmer switch, Red Cedar steps,
rigid cover… each spa comes with everything you need
for complete and instant gratification!

High quality wood surround
Our portable spas come with
a 15 mm thick, solid Red
Ceder surround, intimating the
charm and quality of a handcrafted finish.
Red Ceder combines good
looks with resilience, ensuring
that your spa will integrate
perfectly into any indoor or
outdoor setting.To guarantee
impeccable quality, the
surround support structure is
made of solid pine, the base
of which is class IV treated.

Spafoam® insulation
Spafoam insulation, fitted to all spas belonging to the range, represents a
huge breakthrough in terms of insulation.
Spafoam is a 6 mm thick, aluminium lined (thermal effect), anti-bacterial
underlay that is attached to the spa structure and the spa pack mounting
plate with velcro.
This system provides sound-proofing and thermal insulation that can be
quickly and easily removed to gain access to the pipework.

Steps as practical
as they are
beautiful
All PROCOPI
portable spas are
Ceder steps.
These steps are cleverly
unit. They provide simple, safe
access to your spa and allow easy,
fast access to the spa pack.

Simple to install,
easy to use
With the spa pack mounting
plate and preprogramming

be easier to install.

The isothermal cover prevents evaporation
of water making it possible to maintain
water temperature at the set-point. This is
important to ensure that your spa is always
ready when you are. These covers are fitted
with a locking mechanism that secures
access to the spa.

Their ease of installation is
matched only by their ease of
use. Touch control panels with
digital display, air jet controls,
diverting valves… just press or
twirl and a wave of bubbles will
unfurl over your body.

In-ground version
In-ground spas come with a wooden framework to facilitate
installation and hold the spa pack mounting plate. Cradled in this
structure, the spa can be transported ‘flat’ and is much easier to
manoeuvre at the installation site.

Each of our spas comes with
at least one multi-lingual digital
display touch control panel allowing
easy access to the various spa functions.
Massage activation, regulation of the colour
and intensity of the LED underwater light... you
have the power at your fingertips.

assembled into a single compact

PROCOPI spas couldn’t

Isothermal cover

Touch
control panels
with digital display

delivered with Red
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Filtration and
Ozonator

Create your atmosphere
Warm and welcoming, highly charged,
romantic… use your spa’s various
functions to match the ambiance to
your mood. With the brush of a fingertip
you can dim the LED underwater lights
or even change their colour, choose
from 13 different colours and 7 lighting
programmes to adjust the speed and
intensity.

The spa features two
top quality cartridges
located in the body of the
skimmer and an ozonator
that generates ozone
using oxygen extracted
from the air.
Ozone, a powerful
oxidizer and disinfectant,
is bubbled into the
water filtered through
the cartridges. This
contributes to the
sterilisation of the
water and helps reduce
the quantity and cost
of water treatment
chemicals.

Blower
The blower, available as an option,
allows you to add an ocean of air
bubbles.
Associate this option with aromatherapy
to revel in new sensations of total wellbeing and relaxation.

Over the last 15 years

Modular spa packs with
powerful pumps
The PROCOPI spa pack concept
combines ease of use with an
effective massage.

At PROCOPI
we take
quality very
seriously

COPACABANA
Portable or in-ground version

Quality is built into our

The spa pack is located under the
steps of the portable spas for easy
access, what’s more, installation
is fool-proofed by the spa pack mounting
plate. The massage pumps are designed specifically for the hydraulics of the

spas.

PROCOPI spas, thus ensuring an exceptional massage experience.

and every massage jet is

The spa packs equipping in-ground spas can be installed up to 7.5 metres from
the spa itself.

pressure tested.
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On completion, each spa
is individualy tested in
water with its spa pack

Quality is guaranteed.
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Optimised massage

PROCOPI,

After a long day of toil and stress, there is nothing like a good massage
to restore the well-being of your mind and your body. Our spas possess
between 19 and 44 massage nozzles, depending on the spa, each one
meticulously designed and positioned to ensure the optimum massage.
Light or more forceful, targeted or general, you can select the exact
massage needed by each muscle.

manufacturer
of spas for the
last 15 years,
a unique
experience

Dual-rotating
95 mm

Rotating
95 mm

Multi-directional
95 mm

Multi-directional
70 mm

Mini-jet

Air jet
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Over the last 15 years
PROCOPI has acquired
a unique experience in the
design and manufacture
of spas.

PROCOPI’s range of
spas represents the
culmination of research,
know-how and skills
contributed by our R&D,
production and quality
departments.
PROCOPI is also
synonomous with ‘made
in France’, an extensive
inventory of spares,
installation assistance,etc.

Massage
zone

Lounger

1

2

3

4

Seat 1

Seat 2

Seat 3

Seat 4

Bucket
seat 1

Bucket
seat 2

3x

4x

2x

2x

3x

1x

1x

1x

2x

2x

2x

1x

1x

Legs*

8x

2x

1x

1x

Feet

2x

Neck

2x

Shoulders
Back
Lumbar
Hands

* Blower option

2x
1x

2x
2x

2x
2x
6x

1x

1x

Seating
capacity:

7

1 Lounger

2 Bucket seats

MARGARITA

1 bench for 4 people

Portable or in-ground version

Hydromassage
The benefits of balneotherapy brought to your home

44 Massage nozzles
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5 Dual rotating nozzles 95mm

Every detail of this spa has been
designed to promote the well-being
of your mind and body.

5 Rotating nozzles 95mm
11 Multi-directional nozzles 95mm

With a seating capacity of
7 there’s plenty of room for
the whole family to enjoy the
44 massage jets and 16 air jets
(blower version). The location and
orientation of each jet have been
carefully thought out to ensure
a unique massage of the most
receptive areas of your body.

17 Multi-directional nozzles 70mm
6 Mini-jets

Air massage

4

2

16 Air jets

Controls
2 Touch control panels
4 Air jet controls
1 Diverting valves
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Weight / Volume
Sahara quarite Green quarite

Blue quarite

Grey quarite

Quartz

Empty / full weight:
340 kg / 1,740kg
Water volume:
1,400 litres
Portable version:
225 (L) x 225 (w) x 91 (h)
In-ground version:
225 (L) x 225 (w) x 88 (h)
Steps:
104 (L) x 57.5 (w) x 50 (h)
Dimensions are quoted in cm

1

2

3

4
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Bucket seat 1

Bucket seat 2

Bucket seat 3

Bucket seat 4

Bucket seat 5

Equipment
1 Aromatherapy diffuser
(blower version)

2 Multi-coloured LED underwater
lights

1 Skimmer (two 4.7m²

GUARANTEES

5 years against any shell
or shell surface defect
2 years against any component
or pipe defect

Neck

2x

Shoulders

2x

4x

3x

7 Head rests

Back

1x

3x

2x

2x

1x

6 Main drains

Lumbar

2x

2x

2x

2x

1 Step

Legs*

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

1 Rigid cover

Calves

1x

1 Spa pack, SP1200 (detail page 14)

Feet

cartridges)
The portable
version features a
solid Red Cedar surround
15 mm thick. This intimates the charm
and quality of a hand-crafted finish. The
surround support frame is made of solid pine.

Massage
zone

With blower : 29 Amp
Without blower : 23 Amp

* Blower option

2x

1x
2x

Seating
capacity:

5

MOJITO

5 Bucket seats

Portable or in-ground version

Hydromassage
34 Massage nozzles

MARGARITA - making memories

L2

B2

5 Dual rotating nozzles 95mm

MARGARITA is perfect fro creating memories of special times spent with family
and friends. Its 5 bucket seats, each one offering a different type of massage,
have been thoughtfully designed and oriented to allow bathers to face each
other.
You can experience a relaxing massage provided by combinations of its
34 Massage nozzles and 10 Air jets (blower version) while enjoying the
company of your family and friends.

5 Rotating nozzles 95mm
7 Multi-directional nozzles 95mm
15 Multi-directional nozzles 70mm
2 Mini-jets

Air massage
10 Air jets

Sahara quarite Green quarite

Blue quarite

Grey quarite

Quartz

Controls
1 Touch control panel
A waterfall (negative edge) version of
the MARGARITA spa is also available.
In-ground version only.

4 Air jet controls
2 Diverting valves
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Weight / Volume
Empty / full weight :
300 kg / 1,400kg
Water volume:
1,100 litres
Portable version:
200 (L) x 200 (w) x 83 (h)
In-ground version:
200 (L) x 200 (w) x 80 (h)
Steps:
78.5 (L) x 57.5 (w) x 50 (h)
Dimensions are quoted in cm

L2

B2

Lounger 2

Bucket seat 2

Equipment
1 Aromatherapy diffuser
(blower version)

GUARANTEES

5 years against any shell
or shell surface defect
2 years against any component
or pipe defect

Lounger 1

Bucket seat 1

Neck

2x

1 Skimmer

Shoulders

3x

2x

2x

4x

5 Head rests

Back

2x

1x

2x

3x

3 Main drains

Lumbar

2x

2x

2x

2x

1 Step

Legs*

6x

2x

6x

2x

1 Rigid cover

Calves

(two 3.2m² cartridges)
The portable
version features a solid
Red Cedar surround 15 mm thick.
This intimates the charm and quality of a
hand-crafted finish. The surround support frame is made
of solid pine.

Massage zone

1 Multi-coloured LED underwater light

1 Spa pack, SP800X (detail page 13)
With blower : 21 Amp
Without blower : 16 Amp

Feet
* Blower option

2x
2x

2x

Seating
capacity:

5

2 Loungers

PINA COLADA

2 Bucket seats

Portable or in-ground version

Hydromassage
35 Massage nozzles

MOJITO - well being guaranteed!

5 Dual rotating nozzles 95mm

MOJITO’s design is sure to procure
unforgettable moments of well being
and relaxation. Able to accomodate
up to 4 people, MOJITO features
35 Massage nozzles and 16 air
jets (blower version) providing an
optimum massage for each user.

5 Rotating nozzles 95mm
6 Multi-directional nozzles 95mm
19 Multi-directional nozzles 70mm

Air massage

During the massage, comfort, wellbeing and conviviality are assured
by MOJITO’s lounger seats and
bucket seats, shaped to follow the
contour of the human form and
arranged to allow bathers to face
each other.

16 Air jets

Controls
1 Touch control panel
4 Air jet controls
2 Diverting valves

Weight / Volume
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Empty / full weight :
300 kg / 1,300kg
Sahara quarite Green quarite

Blue quarite

Grey quarite

Quartz

Water volume:
1000 litres
Portable version:
200 (L) x 200 (w) x 80 (h)
In-ground version:
200 (L) x 200 (w) x 77 (h)
Steps:
78.5 (L) x 57.5 (w) x 50 (h)Dimensions are
quoted in cm

Equipment
1 Aromatherapy diffuser
(blower version)

1 Multi-coloured LED underwater
light

1 Skimmer

Massage zone

Lounger

Bucket seat 1

Neck

2x

Shoulders

3x

2x

Back

2x

1x

Lumbar

2x

Legs*

6x

Bucket seat 2

Child seat

(two 3.2m² cartridges)
The portable
version features
a solid Red Cedar
surround 15 mm thick.
This intimates the charm and
quality of a hand-crafted finish.
The surround support frame is made
of solid pine.

GUARANTEES

5 years against any shell
or shell surface defect
2 years against any component
or pipe defect

4 Head rests
3 Main drains
1 Step
1 Rigid cover
1 Spa pack, SP800X (detail page 13)
With blower : 21 Amp.
Without blower : 16 Amp.

Calves
Feet
* Blower option

1x
2x
2x

2x

1x

2x

1x

Seating
capacity:

3

2 Bucket seats

1 Lounger

The SP800-B and SP800-SB
spa
pa packs feature :

The SP800X-B and SP800X-SB
spa
pa packs feature :

1 Spa
S packk mounting
ti plate
l t
1 Ozonator
1 Two-speed pump, 2 HP
1 Electric heater, 2 kW.
1 Control panel with digital display
1 Underwater, multi-colour LED light
with dimmer switch
1 Blower (B option only)

1 Spa
S packk mounting
ti plate
l t
1 Ozonator
1 Two-speed pump, 2 HP
1 Massage pump, 2 HP
1 Electric heater, 2 kW
1 Control panel with digital display
1 underwater, multi-colour LED light
with dimmer switch
1 Blower (B option only)

Hydromassage
Good things really do come in small parcels!
PINA COLADA is the smallest of
the PROCOPI spas. With its small
footprint it can be slipped easily
into any surroundings.

19 Massage nozzles
5 Rotating nozzles 95mm
7 Multi-directional nozzles 95mm
7 Multi-directional nozzles 70mm

Small in size but large in spirit
PINA COLADA features 2 bucket
seats and 1 lounger seat, where
19 Massage nozzles and 10 Air
jets (blower version) provide an
effective, soothing and stress
relieving massage.

Air massage
10 Air jets

Controls
1 Touch control panel
2 Air jet controls
1 Diverting valves

Weight / Volume
Empty / full weight :
250 kg / 1000kg
Sahara quarite Green quarite

Blue quarite

Grey quarite

Quartz
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Water volume:
750 litres

Aromatherapy

Portable version:
213 (L) x 168 (w) x 80 (h)

A new olfactory experience is available for spas
fitted with a blower. Aromatherapy fragrances
are placed in the purpose-designed diffuser.

In-ground version:
213 (L) x 168 (w) x 77 (h)

As soon as the blower starts up, air is drawn
through the diffuser where it becomes saturated
with the fragrance before being blown out
through the air jets. 4 different fragrances are
provided, each formulated to provoke a specific
effect:

Steps:
78.5 (L) x 57.5 (w) x 50 (h)
Dimensions are quoted in cm

Equipment
1 Aromatherapy diffuser
(blower version)

Relaxing
Sensual
Invigorating
Bewitching

1 Multi-coloured LED underwater
light

1 Skimmer
(two 3.2m² cartridges)

3 Head rests
The portable
version features
a solid Red Cedar
surround 15 mm thick.
This intimates the charm and
quality of a hand-crafted finish.
The surround support frame is
made of solid pine.

GUARANTEES

5 years against any shell
or shell surface defect
2 years against any component
or pipe defect

2 Main drains
1 Step
1 Rigid cover
1 Spa pack, SP800 (detail page 13)
With blower : 14 Amp.
Without blower : 12 Amp.

Remote installation kit
The remote installation kits were developed to allow the spa packs of in-ground spas to be installed at a
distance from the spa itself. These kits contain 7.5 metre lengths of the various pipes and hoses needed for
the spa pack connections (blower, heater, ozonator, two-speed pump and massage pump) as well as the union
fittings and a pot of Pool-Tite glue.

The SP1200-B and SP1200-SB
spa packs feature:
1 Spa pack mounting plate
1 Ozonator
1 Two-speed pump, 2 HP
2 Massage pumps, 2 HP
1 Electric heater, 3.5 kW.
1 Control panel with two digital
displays
2 Underwater, multi-colour LED
lights with dimmer switch

Water treatment

Wood treatment
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PROCOPI also proposes a waterAQUACAL :

proofing product for wood and a

Prevents the deposition of lime scale on the walls of the
spa and in the pipework.

product designed to clean wood

Inhibits the precipitation of calcium carbonate.

and restore its original colour:

Prevents water from turning cloudy.
Saturateur bois SB-1 :

AQUAFILTRE :
Lime scale remover for filter cartridges.
Eliminates lime scale depositions and sediment.
Restores the throughput of filter cartridges.

OXYSPA :

This product was specifically
developed for wood. Resinbased and silicon-free, it
contains the latest in filters
to stop wood from greying.
Colourless and ready-to-use, SB-1 leaves
no trace and does not alter the original
colour of the wood.

Complete disinfection of the spa using active oxygen.
Destroys bacteria.
Eliminates organic impurities suspended in the water.
Compatible with other water treatment systems.

ANTI-MOUSSE SPA :PA :
Prevents the formation of foam in the spa.

Rénovateur bois RB-1 :
This product is formulated
as a gel to facilitate its
application to vertical
surfaces. It may be used
to restore the surface of
untreated wood, greyed by exposure to
UV light and the weather. RB-1 is ideal for
the renovation of duck-boarding.

Dealer’s stamp
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1 Blower (B option only)

